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 Offer solutions that help organizations ensure optimal employee mobility and flexibility across the globe Make sure EMC is the
technology partner you need to create a more dynamic, flexible and future-proofed enterprise Q: What is EMC's relationship
with Nth Generation? A: Nth Generation, the world's first "zero to cloud" mobility solutions provider and EMC are joining

forces to offer complete mobility solutions that are embedded with Enterprise Content Management (ECM), help simplify and
streamline mobile deployment and reduce the time to market and cost of the user experience. Q: What are the top 3 use cases

where Nth Generation's mobility solutions will be used? A: To optimize day-to-day employee productivity, whether a user is on-
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the-go or at the office. Nth Generation is an application mobility provider that provides customers with a single infrastructure to
run all employee applications across desktops, tablets and smartphones. This reduces costs for IT and employees as they can use

the same mobile device for work and play. For collaboration, Nth Generation has enterprise mobility management (EMM)
solutions that provide a single view of user activity and business context from anywhere in the organization. EMM solutions

offer a secure single sign-on (SSO) and personalization for a user’s information, applications, and devices. Collaboration
capabilities include features for file sharing, conversations, presence, chat, and notes. For mobility, EMC powers many of the
world’s leading applications, making sure that business data is available in real-time across devices and operating systems. Q:

What is a mobility vendor? A: A mobility vendor is an IT company that specializes in enabling employees to access their work
applications, business data and data from anywhere, at any time. Some mobility vendors work with a wide array of device types

(Windows, Linux, iOS, Android, mobile web) and operating systems (Windows, iOS, Android, mobile web). Other mobility
vendors specialize in a single operating system or device type. Q: How does Nth Generation work with EMC's mobile solutions?
A: Nth Generation’s mobility management and mobile workspace solutions are based on EMC's global platform for managing

data. Nth Generation’s mobility management solutions are based on EMC's software-defined storage (SDS) platform and EMC's
award-winning Data Domain solution for data protection and data 82157476af
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